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1 

T001 130 31 cm Elm Sp 

Multi Stemmed. This tree has 3 stems, dbh ~ 25 cm, 20 cm and 10 
cm. The 25 cm stem has leaves to 5 m but not above that. The 20 
cm stem is alive, with minor dead wood at the top. The 10 cm 
stem is dead and covered in ivy. The tree is upright and not very 
big, with a low risk of falling on anyone.  

Remove dead wood only. Remove arisings 

2 
T002 131 31 cm Elm Sp 

not dead. Fine up to about 10 m. Top 2 m has no leaves. Remove dead wood only. Remove arisings 

3 

T003 132 31 cm Elm Sp 

Multi-stemmed. Vigorous growth on lower part of tree, but no 
leaves above about 5 metres, except on a branch which stretches 
over the adjacent garden 

Pollard at 4m. Remove arisings 

4 

T004 133 31 cm Ash 

The tree has developed a long lateral limb which extends over 
garden area. Given the excess weight when in leaf the limb likely 
to be prone to failure. Regrowth will screen and shelter 
woodland. 

Remove smaller stem at 2 metres above 
ground level so that it is not over the 
garden Leave arisings 

5 
T006 135 24 cm Elm Sp Dutch Elm Disease present. Limited life expectancy. Fell.  Remove arisings 

6 T007 136 35 cm Elm Sp Dutch Elm Disease present. Limited life expectancy. Fell. Remove arisings 

7 T009 138 24 cm Sycamore Dead tree. Dead, has ivy, some signs of sooty bark disease. Fell.  Remove arisings 

8 

T010 139 40 cm Ash 

Tree has lost a main leader which is currently hung up in a section 
of another broken limb. This broken/hung up main leader should 
be removed as it is close to a used informal footpath. 

Remove the hung up stem and lay it flat. 
Leave arisings 

9 TD1 
 

25 cm Elm Dead. Ivy has been cut. Only 50 cm from T007. By garden fence. Fell dead tree. Remove arisings 



10 TD2 
 

~ 50 cm Elm Dead. Lots of ivy. Low fork with rot hole. Leans West over 
boundary.  Right by fence 

Fell dead tree. Remove arisings 

11 TD3 
 

25 cm  Elm Has 10 cm dbh side stem from 30 cm above ground.  Side stem 
has leaves. Main stem has leaves only to 1.5 metres. Top dead. 
Leans slightly West towards garden. Cut main stem at 2 m. Leans 
towards garden. 

Remove dead top. Remove arisings 

12 TD4 0231 40 cm Ash Low branch with ivy has partially split off and is hung up over the 
path through the wood. Unstable, may rip more bark off trunk. 
Cut branch off and lay it flat. Tree is just to East of path, branch is 
across path. 

Lay down hung-up branch. 

 


